
Partnership Opportunities



Founded by Lee Litumbe, Spirited Pursuit is a creative digital platform that 

produces and publishes captivating travel content. Our mission is to 

share beautiful inspiration and practical, helpful information to

 travel lovers from a fresh and original perspective.

MISSION



THE AUDIENCE

GENDER

79% Women
21% Men

AGE

48% 18 -24 
43% 25 - 34

US  70%

UK  10%

France  10%

Canada  6%

Senega l  4%

TOP 5 COUNTRIES



DIGITAL REACH

SPIRITED PURSUIT

25K+ 

Monthly Uniques
50K+

Followers
 16K+  

Followers
3K+ 

Views per Snap
5K+ 

Followers



Spirited Pursuit content partners will receive 
a curated brand specific campaign 
conceptualized and executed by the 

Spirited Pursuit creative team.

INCLUDES:

Creative brand analysis

Concept presentation Concept presentation 

Encouraging copy + text

Analytics + data management

Elevated visuals highlighting your brand’s vision

CONTENT PARTNERSHIP



 CREATIVE ADVERTISING

Allow our photography and storytelling to 
seamlessly present the essence of your brand 
to Spirited Pursuit readers that creates a native 

advertising opportunity for the consumer to 
engage your product offering. 



INSTAGRAM 

Lee to create and produce content 

to be posted on @spiritedpursuit.

INSTAGRAM STORIES
 

Lee to capture live behind the scenes video 

footage of your product or service publishedfootage of your product or service published

on @spiritedpursuit and/or client account.

FACEBOOK
 

Lee to create and produce content to be 

posted on Spirited Pursuit; each post is 

also available for boost by client.

SOCIAL MEDIA



SPONSORED EDITORIAL OPPORTUNITIES

A featured story highlighting your company, destination, product or services as a 
sponsor and partner on Spirited Pursuit. Tailor - made to suit each client’s specific needs, 

a sponsored story on Spirited Pursuit is an innovative way to communicate a unique
 message to an engaged audience. 



CASE STUDY #1

Spiri ted Pursuit was commissioned by Marriott to 

photograph and promote their boutique hotels

The Autograph Collection, as well as create a 

web editorial with text reviewing our experience

 and documenting our stay. On Instagram alone,

 our content made over 59,000 impressions 

as a result of our distinct approach toas a result of our distinct approach to

 visual storytell ing.

Spiri ted Pursuit additionally produced 10

 high quality images of the property for use 

on their website, directory, and social media.



Our social media campaign promoting a new 

Western Union product offering made a huge

 impact with the Spiri ted Pursuit audience, as 

followers positively responded to our distinct 

way of organically integrating ads. 

Both of our Facebook posts surrounding the 

campaign caught the eye of over campaign caught the eye of over 

604,551 users, while our set of 

Instagram posts made over 

54,000 impressions.

CASE STUDY #2





Photography: Photo Licensing + Usage

Brand Ambassadorship

Bespoke Campaigns

OTHER PARTNERSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES



“If ever there was a walking example of #BlackGirlMagic, 

Lee Litumbe would embody every last drop of it. Lee is so 

amazing that I featured her in my #AskaLocal series on 

EBONY.com about her native Cameroon. If your clients 

are looking to expand their target audiences and break

away from the traditional methods of outreach, then Lee is 

exactly who you are looking for. Her stunning visuals alone exactly who you are looking for. Her stunning visuals alone 

could sell any brand, and I personally have been sold on 

traveling to destinations just from looking at her Instagram 

page. Any client would be wise to partner with her.”
−

Danielle Pointdujour, Senior Editor at Ebony Magazine

TESTIMONIALS

“When Western Union approached us to activate a couple 

of influencers on the continent, we chose Lee Litumbe because

she has become such an authority on travel around the African

continent. We were impressed by the content quality and her

profound understanding of her audience demographic. Of all

the influencers we engaged on this campaign, Lee's content 

had the most reach and engagement. We were impressed byhad the most reach and engagement. We were impressed by

the results and we would be delighted to work with her again.”
 – 

 OkayAfrica



"Autograph Collection Hotels partnered with 
Spirited Pursuit in December 2016, when we 
hosted Lee at The Saint Hotel in New Orleans. 
We were drawn to Lee’s vibrant photos filled 
with pops of color and her eye for unique design -
a visual aesthetic that matches the Autograph brand.
Lee was tasked with capturing ten photos that Lee was tasked with capturing ten photos that 
highlighted “exactly like nothing else” elements 
and experiences in the hotel and surrounding 
neighborhood, and she went above and beyond – 
even posting to her Snapchat and Instagram Stories 
feeds during her stay. We asked Lee to share her images 
for approval in real time before posting to social media, 
and Lee would send multiple options with recommendations and Lee would send multiple options with recommendations 
and rationale behind them, and take our styling feedback
and immediately deliver in the next round of images. 
She coordinated tours with the hotel team to get the best 
shots, and understood exactly what we were looking for. 

The photos that Lee delivered are some of the best 
we have of any hotel in our Collection. Lee 
masterfully captured the Saint’s unique design masterfully captured the Saint’s unique design 
and the electric vibe of New Orleans. We use her
photos continually in our in-room print directory, 
on social media, and internally as best-in-class 
examples of how we want our hotels photographed. 
In addition to her gorgeous photography and 
dedication to getting the job done right, Lee was 
a gem to work with. I highly recommend her." a gem to work with. I highly recommend her." 
− 
Ashley Jacobs, 
Social Media Manager
of Autograph Collection & Tribute Portfolio



PARTNER WITH US

Advertise, collaborate, and inspire with Spirited Pursuit.

as seen in...

info@spiritedpursuit.com


